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Free Study Planner Released For CPA
Exam Prep. Course
Fast Forward Academy has added CPA exam review tools to the study planner it
released last month, which was initially for tax preparers and enrolled agents taking
tax courses in preparation for the RTRP or EA IRS exams.
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Fast Forward Academy has added CPA exam review tools to the study planner it
released last month, which was initially for tax preparers and enrolled agents taking
tax courses in preparation for the RTRP or EA IRS exams.

Accounting professionals can now expect to see plans added to the following courses:
Auditing and Attestation (AUD), Business Environment and Concepts (BEC),
Financial Account and Reporting (FAR) and Regulation (REG). Passing the CPA exam
requires attacking one section at a time, so the calendar will allow accounting
professionals to plan for one test now and create additional plans later depending on
the order and target exam dates the student chooses.

The study planner itself has interactive features that students studying for sections of
the CPA exam can manipulate to customize their speci�c study schedule. Accounting
students can use the calendar as part of their CPA exam review to set up start and end
dates, taking into consideration non-studying days (e.g., holidays or speci�c days of
the week). Additionally, students can customize the calendar to send email and text
message reminders based on pre-determined study plans and self-assigned tasks.
Multiple calendars can be created, if necessary.

Matt McBride, President of Fast Forward Academy, is pleased that more accounting
students will be able to take advantage of the new study planner tool.

“We’ve already received quite a bit of positive feedback from tax preparers and
enrolled agents using the tool,” stated McBride. “Now, even more students can use
the free study planner to enhance their overall study experience with Fast Forward
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Academy. By adding plans for AUD, BEC, FAR, and REG, as part of the CPA test prep
package, we’re reaching out to even more people working or planning to work in the
accounting industry to help ensure success.”

Anyone preparing for the CPA exam can choose from a variety of options including
study guides, question drilling tools, practice exams and more covering AUD, BEC,
FAR, and REG. Students can also opt to take a comprehensive bundle that includes all
of these options in one value bundle.
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